Characterization of Mengo virus neutralization epitopes.
A set of four monoclonal antibodies which neutralized the infectivity of Mengo virus was used to select 20 non-neutralizable (escape) mutants. Altered amino acids were identified by sequence analyses of the capsid-coding regions of the mutant virus genomes. Mutations were found predominantly in proteins VP2 and VP3, while mutations in VP1 were detected only as second mutations. The Mengo virus VP2 mutations at amino acid residues 2144, 2145, 2147, and 2148 align with site Nlm II in human rhinovirus-14 and site 2 in polioviruses 1 and 3. The mutation at 2075 as well as those at 3057, 3061, and 3068 in VP3 correspond to site 3 in poliovirus. These alignments notwithstanding, the results of cross-neutralization experiments indicate the existence of a single composite neutralization site on the Mengo virion. Considering the three-dimensional structure of the Mengo capsid, the amino acids which are altered in the escape mutants are all exposed on the outer surface and none are found in the "pit," the probable site for binding of a cellular receptor. The VP3 mutations are located in the VP3 "knob" and the VP2 mutations on a nearby ridge. Together these mutations define a set of epitopes within a single composite antigenic determinant which forms a crescent-shaped area around the three-fold icosahedral axes of the Mengo virion.